Proofpoint Security Awareness Training provides training based on research-proven Learning Science Principles that help improve the effectiveness of cybersecurity education. Our training modules have earned praise from customers and end users alike. And they are designed to help you deliver the right training to the right people at the right time.

A UNIQUE, EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO SECURITY AWARENESS TRAINING

Proofpoint Security Awareness Training provides training based on research-proven Learning Science Principles that help improve the effectiveness of cybersecurity education. Our training modules have earned praise from customers and end users alike. And they are designed to help you deliver the right training to the right people at the right time.

- Available in video, interactive and game-based formats to effectively cater to all learning styles.
- Customize the training modules with training jackets. And use the self-service Customization Center to edit most visible text, including the questions in quizzes and text across all supported locales.
- Lessons are brief and focused. Each module takes only 5 to 15 minutes to complete, on average.
- Mobile-responsive design allows users to take training anytime, anywhere, on any connected device.

- Interactive modules conform to the U.S. Section 508 standard and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 AA standard.
- Modules are available in 35+ languages. Professionally translated and localized content with regional specific references delivers engaging training for employees around the globe.
- Flexible, on-demand format minimizes disruption to daily work routines. Continuous updates ensure that training is relevant and up-to-date.
- Gamification techniques and interactivity keep end users engaged. Employees set the pace and receive feedback throughout.
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### Other Training

**Data Protection and Destruction**
Teaches employees how to use portable storage safely and properly dispose of sensitive data.

**Email Security**
Teaches users how to identify phishing emails, dangerous attachments and other email scams.

**GDPR Overview**
Introduces users to protecting personal data under the General Data Protection Regulation.

**GDPR in Action**
Trains users to apply concepts outlined in the GDPR to everyday situations and decisions.

**Mobile Device Security**
Explains physical and technical safeguards for protecting devices and data.

**Physical Security**
Teaches users how to keep people, areas and assets more secure.

**Protected Health Information (PHI)**
Teaches employees why and how they should safeguard Protected Health Information.

**Protecting Against Ransomware**
Teaches users how to recognize and prevent ransomware attacks.

**Safe Social Networking**
Shows users how to use social networks safely and responsibly.

**Safer Web Browsing**
Focuses on staying safe on the internet by avoiding risky behavior and common traps.

**Security Beyond the Office**
Shows users how to avoid common security mistakes while working at home or on the road.

**Security Essentials**
Explores security issues commonly encountered in daily business and personal activities.

**Security Essentials—Executive**
Teaches users how to recognize and avoid threats senior managers encounter at work and at home.

**Social Engineering**
Teaches users how to recognize and avoid social engineering scams.

**Travel Security**
Explores how to keep data safe when working in airports, hotels and other public spaces.

**Understanding PCI DSS**
Shows users how to recognize warning signs and improve security of credit card data.

**URL Training**
Explains how to spot fraudulent URLs.

**USB Device Safety**
Teaches users to protect themselves, data and systems when using USB devices.

**Workplace Security in Action**
This scenario-based module reinforces key components of office security and covers topics such as social engineering, insider threats and shoulder surfing.

### Security Awareness Materials

Looking to supplement your training initiatives? We offer a wide selection of videos, posters, infographics, newsletters, images, articles and more—all designed to make cybersecurity an ongoing topic of conversation with your end users. Keeping security top of mind is critical to reducing your organization’s risk.

To learn more visit [proofpoint.com/security-awareness](http://proofpoint.com/security-awareness)